Internurse and Intermid

Introduction

Internurse is a collection of over 9,000 articles from the following journals published by the Mark Allen Group in the MAG Online Library.

The collection consists of articles from

- **British Journal of Nursing**, Vol.4, January 1995 onwards
- **British Journal of Cardiac Nursing** Vol.1, February 2006 onwards
- **British Journal of Community Nursing**, Vol.1, April 1996 onwards
- **British Journal of Healthcare Assistants**, Vol. 1, April 2007 onwards
- **British Journal of Mental Health Nursing** Vol1, April 2010 onwards
- **British Journal of Neuroscience Nursing** Vol.1, April 2005 onwards
- **British Journal of School Nursing** Vol.1, September/October 2006 onwards
- **Gastrointestinal nursing** Vol.4 (3), April 2006 onwards
- **International Journal of Ophthalmic Practice** Vol.1, Oct/Nov 2010 onwards
- **Journal of Aesthetic Nursing** Vol.1, June 2012 onwards
- **Journal of Health Visiting** Vol.1, January 2013 onwards
- **Journal of Prescribing Practice**, Vol.1, 2019 onwards
- **Journal of Renal Nursing** Vol.1, May 2009 onwards
- **Journal of Wound Care**, Vol.8, January 1999 onwards
- **Nurse Prescribing**, Vol.1, February 2003 to Vol.16, 2018
- **Practice Nursing**, Vol.7, January 1996 onwards
- **Nursing and Residential Care**, Vol.1, April 1999 onwards

Articles from **British Journal of Midwifery** and **African Journal of Midwifery and Women’s Health**, which are also published by the Mark Allen Group, are available from a separate collection within the MAG Online Library called Intermid. The examples shown in this guide relate to Internurse. Intermid works in exactly the same way.
Accessing Internurse in LJMU’s Electronic Library

1. Click on the Library link on the student home page on LJMU Web.
2. Click on Electronic Library on the Library page.
3. Click on Databases A-Z and login with your LJMU username@ljmu.ac.uk and password if a login page appears.
4. Scroll down to the entry for Internurse in the A-Z sequence and click on the link.

Searching Internurse for articles on a topic

Enter search words, phrases, authors or keywords into the search box on the Internurse home page, if you wish to run a search for articles in all the journals in the Internurse collection.

Click on Advanced search if you wish to refine your search. You could perhaps focus your search by adding a second box to incorporate another term.

It is also possible to limit your search to just one of the journals in the Internurse collection or to articles published within a particular date range.

Enter your search term or phrase in the search box and click the search icon.
To search for alternative terms simultaneously include OR (in upper case) between them, e.g. COPD OR “chronic obstructive pulmonary disease”. The inverted commas around the phrase help to ensure that Internurse searches for the term as a phrase.

To limit the search to a particular aspect of a topic, click on + to add another field and enter a further word or phrase, e.g. self-management.

Search results are usually displayed in an order of relevance determined by Internurse. If you would rather see the most recent articles first, select the Date option next to SORT at the top of the search results page.

To read an article from the list of search results, click on its title.

Options in the column on the left of the results page allow you to refine your search in a number of potentially useful ways, e.g. Research Article under the Article Type heading. You can select more than one of these options if you wish.

**Finding a specific article within Internurse**

To read a specific article from one of the journals in the Internurse collection:

1. Click Journals A-Z on the toolbar at the top of the Internurse page.
2. Scroll down the list of titles and click on the one in which the article you want was published.
3. Click on Archive on the journal’s home page. Click on the year and then on the issue you need, to display a list of the articles within it.
4. Finally click on the Full text, PDF or PDF PLUS link under the details of the article you want to open it.

**Accessing Intermid**

Intermid contains articles from

British Journal of Midwifery V.1, 1993 onwards

and

African Journal of Midwifery V.1, 2007 onwards

and works in exactly the same way as Internurse.
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